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This paper deals with the question of ergodicity of foliations delined by smooth 
closed one-forms on a compact manifold without boundary. 0 1987 Academic 
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1 
If a closed form CO defined on a manifold M is nonsingular then it defines 
the foliation 9U tangent to the subbundle Ker w, and any two leaves are 
diffeomorphic: The flow of a vector field X such that o(X) = 1 maps the 
leaves onto the leaves. In particular if the leaves are compact the periods of 
CO are given by some k-tuple of rational numbers and the foliation agrees 
with a libration over S’. The case of noncompact leaves is more interesting. 
There exists a closed transverse curve on which some holonomy dif- 
feomorphism acts as an irrational rotation. This implies that all leaves are 
everywhere dense. This property is called minimality. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let {K,} be a system of Bore1 subsets K, c D, where 
D, are one-dimensional disks transverse to the foliation. The system {K,} 
is said to be holonomy invariant if any holonomy map between arbitrary D, 
and D, carries K, diffeomorphically onto KB. Remark that holonomy dif- 
feomorphisms preserve the measure P obtained by integrating o along a 
transverse disk. PU is said to be ergodic if for some c(, p(K,) = 0 or 
,u(&) = p(D,). Then the same is true for any CC 
Take some smooth measure along the leaves. Then the ergodicity implies 
that any measurable union of leaves has either measure zero or the full 
measure of the manifold ikf. Remark that the nonsingular minimal 
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foliations %U are always ergodic. The aim of this paper is to discuss the 
ergodicity of foliations defined by closed one-forms with isolated regular 
singularities. For the definition see below. 
First, the form o with singularities defines the foliation on the set 
M-Sing u and %W consists of three main types of leaves: the compact 
leaves which possess neighborhoods consisting of diffeomorphic leaves, the 
conical leaves which are by definition the leaves that can be made locally 
path-connected near the singularity of index one by addition of this 
singularity to the leaf, and the remaining noncompact leaves. 
Let us denote by M, the set obtained by removing all maximal 
neighborhoods consisting of diffeomorphic compact leaves and all leaves 
which can be compacted by the addition of some singular points. The first 
theorem concerns the topology of the set of noncompact leaves. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose q, and w1 are two cohomologous one-forms 
defined on a closed manifold M. Assume %W, is nonsingular minimal and %W, 
has only regular isolated singularities. Then M,, is a nonempty connected 
subset of M. If the nonsingular foliation %W, has only compact leaves then 
Obviously, if the nonsingular foliation %W, is not minimal then it is 
defined by a map onto S’ and then, since o,,= w, - df, co0 can also be 
defined in this way, simply by composing f: M-+ R with the covering map 
R + S’. Hence, %W consists of compact leaves and the compacted singular 
leaves. 
The next problem is to understand the topological structure of the 
foliation %W,j M,O defined as above. 
Our main goal is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose w,, and w, are two cohomologous one-forms 
defined on a closed manifold h4 of dimension > 3. Let o1 be nonsingular and 
of minimal foliation and let %W, have only isolated regular singularities. Then 
%&I My, is ergodic and minimal. 
The statement of Theorem 2 is known for the case dim M= 2. It was 
shown in [V] that any noncompact foliation with regular singularities on 
the two tori has a closed transversal on which the holonomy map is an 
irrational rotation. 
The minimality statement in Theorem 2 has already been obtained in 
[Im] by different methods. 
Let us point out that generally the foliations %U of closed surfaces may 
be minimal and not ergodic with respect o the Lebesgue measure. The first 
examples of this kind were given in [K] and [KN]. This is true since, 
under some conditions (see [A] or CL]), such foliations can be defined by 
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the suspension of the so-called interval exchange maps which may be 
minimal, i.e., with every orbit being dense, without being ergodic. In other 
words they possess some invariant Cantor sets of positive measure. 
Theorem 2 in particular shows that minimal and nonergodic foliations 
cannot be defined by closed forms on tori. 
2 
Let us recall some definitions first. The point p is called a regular 
singularity of o if o = df holds in some neighborhood of p for some Morse 
function with a singularity at p. Hence, there exist coordinates y,, . . . . y, 
such that near p 
co= i yidyi- f y;dy,. 
i= 1 k+l 
The number min{k, n - k > is called the index of the singularity p. If index 
wP = 0, then some neighborhood of p is foliated by spheres. If the index is 
one, then there exists a leaf which can be made locally path-connected 
(at p) by adding the singularity p to it. This is called a conical leaf If index 
w,, > 1 then all leaves near p are locally path-connected. Remark that the 
set of forms with all singularities regular constitutes a generic family. 
The main difference between singular and nonsingular foliations can be 
described as follows. Assume o is nonsingular and j. o = 0 for some path 
tl. Then the endpoints of CI lie on the same leaf of FW. In order to prove 
this, we approximate a by a piecewise smooth curve a1 * a2 ... * a, which 
consists of the paths tangent to the flow lines of X, where w(X) = 1, and the 
paths tangent to the leaves of FW. Using the flow of X one can construct a 
homotopy of a with fixed endpoints which carries a into the leaf of FW, in 
particular the endpoints of a always belong to the same leaf. However, if o 
is singular then this claim is not necessarily true. It is enough to consider 
some path a through a singular point on a foliated surface. The above 
property is the reason we cannot conclude the ergodicity of the singular 
foliation by merely considering periods of the form. 
Proof of Theorem 1.’ Suppose the foliation 9&, is compact, i.e., 
M, = 0. Consider any fixed leaf L c F&, or any compacted singular leaf. 
Then o,lL=df IL. 
Choose any fixed leaf Vc M of 9$,, . Consider the map 7~: fi + M where 
fig Vx R and rc(x, t)= q,(x) where cpt is the flow of X such that 
ml(X) = 1. Under rr, L lifts to a compact Lc fi and H,-,(fi, Z) =O 
* I owe the idea for this proof to F. Laudenbach. 




implies that L bounds a compact set I@IC &. 7~1 p is injective and rr*(mi) is 
exact. Thus w, is also exact on W= 7c( F$‘). 
There exists a maximal finite family of compact leaves L,, . . . . L, of 9& 
such that 
M = U Li x ( -.si, .si) u Sing o. u {singular leaves}. 
For each Li we obtain a set Wi bounded by Li on which o1 is the exact 
form. We choose Li equal to one boundary component of Li x (-q, Q) so 
that Wi is maximal. In particular Wi is bounded by a singular leaf and it 
contains the set Lix (-si, si). Then M= Ui Wi. If o1 is exact on WI and 
W, where 8 W, n 8 W, # Qr then it is also exact on W, v W,. Thus we 
obtain that w1 is exact on M which is a contradiction since 9& is 
minimal. 1 
Remark. In general, if the cohomology class of o does not admit any 
nonsingular form, then both claims about M, may be wrong. 
This is easily shown by the example of surfaces of genus two. We can 
perform the connected sum of two two-dimensional tori in the following 
two ways: Cut the torus along the path c1 which belongs to a leaf. Then 
glue the two tori obtained in this way along the circular boundaries of the 
holes producing the conical singularity out of the endpoints A and B (see 
Fig. la). If the tori are given with the linear irrational foliations of the 
slopes 271, and -2n,, then after the gluing, one would obtain the surface 
with two minimal foliated components. On the other hand, the cut can be 
performed transversely to the leaves (see Fig. lb). Then the gluing will 
produce compact foliation with singularities at A and B. Hence, in this case 
M,= a. However, in both cases the forms we obtain on the connected 
sum T* # Tz are cohomologous since they have the same periods. 
Two cohomologous forms may be represented as the induced forms on 
the boundaries of the trivial foliated cobordism. This is done as follows. 
Suppose o, = o. + df and consider M x R. Let Go, 63,) and 8 be the lifts 
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of the corresponding forms under the projection, and let dt be the lift of the 
volume form from R. One considers the forms o2 = 6r + dt and $+ dt 
which are both nonsingular a$ closed. 
In particular the leaves of df+ dt can be understood asJhe graphs of 
functions -f+ constant. Choose @ to be some fixed leaf of df + dt disjoint 
from M x (0). Then M x (0) and fi bound the product cobordism 
W c M x R foliated by %Uz so that 
%,I M x {0) = 6, and %w,I,Q=%al~. 
Remark that the leaves of %U, are tangent to the boundaries of W at the 
singular points of the induced foliations. 
The foliation %U, admits a dynamical system tangent to the leaves which 
may be defined for any vector field X on M by 
z= -W+ Lag a/at 
where 8 is the horizontal vector held tangent to all M x { pt} c M x R pro- 
jecting onto X and a/at is tangent to all pt x R so that dr(a/t) = 1. 
Obviously Z is tangent to the leaves of %W, and it is transverse to the 
boundaries Mx 0 and if? where, respectively, or(X) or o,(X) is nonzero. 
In particular, if both oo( X) and or(X) are nonzero (they must have the 
same signs), the flow of Z would induce a diffeomorphism between %W, and 
%W. Such X generally cannot exist (see the definition below). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Denote 
Con(o,,w,)= {~~M:~~(p)=h(p) 
or al(p) = hi(p) for some 1 E R}. 
Let Con _ (oo, w,) be the subset of points which corresponds to R < 0. This 
is the locus of negative contact points. It is the obstruction to the existence 
of X inducing a diffeomorphism between %U, and %W, as above. 
Before giving X we first want to modify the cobordism W so that the 
boundaries intersect each other at the singular points of the foliation 
%-J R = %&I o. Suppose pi E Sing(w,). Consider any closed transversal 
/3(pi) to %W, through pi. Let fi(pi) x D”- ’ be a tubular neighborhood such 
that all circles /?(pi) x {pt} are transverse to %U1. If Y, is the vector field 
tangent to these circles define 
zi = - Fi + 6.q Pi) a/at. 
The flow q, of Zi will move the points of M x 0 upward, respectively, to the 
vertical measure dt. There exist some diffeomorphisms of M x 0 arising as 
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the motion along the flow lines of Zi which carries the point pi into fi and 
which projects to a diffeomorphism (diffeotopy) of Mx 0. (See Fig. 2.) We 
use this diffeomorphism to deform the form P&. 
If dim A4 = 3 then we lift both forms to the product M x S’ keeping the 
notation unchanged. 
LEMMA 2.1. If n 2 4 then o1 can be deformed by a diffeotopy of M so 
that Con _ (w,, wl ) consists of finitely many paths which are in generic 
position to the leaves of the foliations, i.e., they are transverse to the leaves 
except at finitely many points. 
Proof: Suppose 9& is given locally by dx, = 0 in some coordinate chart 
(x 1 > ..*, x,). Then p is a contact point if 
af/axi(P)=o, i = 1, . . . . n - 1, (*I 
and the singularity of w0 if in addition af/ax,(p) = 1. For a generic family 
of f’s (*) holds on the one-dimensional closed submanifold, i.e., the union 
of finitely many closed curves. Approximating f by f’ which is Cl-close to 
f we define the isotopy of nonsingular forms w0 + t df + (1 - t) df ’ which 
leads to the diffeotopy using Moser’s theorem (see [MO]). The generic 
condition for the negative-contact curve hi to be tangent to the leaves at p 
reads 
det(a2flaxi aXj)i,i= 1, . . . . n- 1 = 0 (**I 
and it is true generically at finitely many points of hi. 1 
Remark that at each singular point the factor A of proportionality 
changes the sign. 
If n = 3 then after lifting we have closed curves of singular points to 
which belong the endpoints of the paths of negative contact points. 
Suppose the singular closed curves have finitely many contact points with 
the leaves of 9&. 
. MXK 
FIGURE 2 
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LEMMA 2.2. There is a diffeomorphism h: M + M, isotopic to the iden- 
tity, such that the forms w, and (h-l)* oO have a common closed transverse 
curve y to the associated foliations and y c h(M,). 
Proof. It is important here that the dimension of M is at least 4. 
Consider M, which is topologically an open foliated set. Take some fixed 
chart % on which some chosen leaf 9&,(p) c M,, has infinitely many com- 
ponents. Therefore, there exist components of the intersection 9&(p) u % 
which are arbitrarily close to each other where the transverse measure is 
given by o,,. Suppose 9& is transverse to Rw on a. Now one can choose 
two points q and q’ on the fixed leaf 9$,,(p) and a path c1 c f+2 between q 
and q’ such that 
holds. a can be chosen by integrating a vector field v such that 
c+,(v) = wl(v). Let q and q’ also be connected by a path fl in the leaf &,,,(p) 
which does not pass through Con-(o,, w,). Then 
consequently 
o1 is nonsingular which guarantees that q and q’ are on the same leaf of 
9$,,, which we denote by p&(q). Next consider a vector field X such that 
oi(X) = 1 and assume X is transverse to F&,(p) on some neighborhood of 
/?. We want to map /I onto a path fl c 9&(q) with the same endpoints using 
the flow q, of X in such a way that the flow-line segments between the 
points of p and @ are pairwise disjoint. First we choose sufficiently many 
points qi E b ordered by the indices which are mapped into distinct points 
q,!EFw,(q). fi can be approximated by a piecewise smooth curve 
a1 * B, * . ..*ai*pi* . . . * a, * fi, where ai is a segment in a leaf of 9& with 
one endpoint at qi and pi is a segment on the (p, trajectory through qi+I. 
Each ai is mapped diffeomorphically into ai c F&(q) by the flow qt. Then 
the flow lines between aI and a; make a two-manifold r,. Next, perturb a2 
slightly so that the two-manifold r, arising in this way is disjoint from 
Int r,. This can be done by taking a2 transverse to a two-manifold 
obtained from ri by extending the flow lines sufficiently far. One proceeds 
in this way. Suppose, for some ai the flow lines between ai and a: do not 
define an embedded two-manifold. This means that for some t, rp,(a,) n 
ai # Qr and t is smaller than the parameter length of the orbits between ai 
and a:. Since ai near the intersection with cp,(a,) is disjoint from 
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Int Uj<i r’, we can change the vector field X near a, SO that it holds 
further, or(X) = 1 but ai n cp,(ai) = 0. This does not change the manifold 
Uj< i r,. Doing this a finite number of times, one produces an embedded 
manifold joining ai to a;. One finally obtains IY There is a tubular 
neighborhood of r which supports a diffeomorphism h defined by moving 
/I into /I along the flow lines. If p near q and q’ is already tangent to F&(q) 
we can assume that the support of h is disjoint from a. Hence, h is a dif- 
feomorphism between a * /I and a * a. Notice that a * /? can be 
approximated by a smooth closed curve transverse to 9&,. This is done by 
considering the FW-holonomy of /I. The holonomy traces out some 
parallelogram and we replace a * fi by some transverse path y” connecting 
the opposite vertices of the parallelogram. It can be assume a that h maps 
the horizontal lines of this parallelogram into lines on the leaves of qO,. 
Obviously, h can be defined so as to carry 7 onto a smooth trans- 
versal y to 9& approximating a * 8. Then y is also transverse to 
5h-l)*Wo = wc,J. I 
Assume further that o0 and o1 satisfy Lemma 2.1 and have the common 
transversal. 
For any closed curve 6icCon~(o,, wl) let G(6,) be a sufficiently line 
tubular neighborhood, and similarly if ai c Con ~ (w,, or) is a path 
between two singular points let G(a,) be a tubular neighborhood. 
The purpose of the next lemma is to define X which will be used to 
define Z as already mentioned above. 
Let A denote 
A = U dG(di) u U 8G(ai). 
I I 
Suppose U $ U’ is some pair of neighborhoods of Sing w,, where U 
intersects each G(a,) = ai x D”-’ at some (p,, pi+ E) x D”-’ and 
(pi+ r -E, pi+ r) x D”- ’ where pi, pi+ I E Sing o. and E is small. u’ may be 
assumed disjoint from all G(6,) and from y. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a nonsingular vector field X on M such that 
1. q(X) > 0. 
2. On M-U, 
00(X) = 0 on A 
<o on u Int G(ai)u u Int G(ai) 
I ‘ 
>o elsewhere. 
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3. X is tangent to y. 
4. X is transverse to A - U except on some codimension one sub- 
manifold B c A - U (i.e., dim B = n - 2), A is transverse to Ker w0 except at 
finitely many points, and B is transverse to Ker coo except at finitely many 
points. 
ProojI Suppose on G(di), or is given locally by dx, = 0. First define X 
on a neighborhood of G(ai) and G(a,) such that 1 and 2 above hold. This is 
done by partition of unity, and assume X is normalized so that one can 
take X= a/ax,,. Then oo(X) I A _ L/ = 0 is equivalent to aflax,, = 1. Remark 
that this is independent on the charts. Assume that the last equation holds 
generically on A. X is tangent to A if a*f/LJx~ =0 which determines B by 
genericity. If some 
” 
up = C vi a/axi E Ker o. 
i=l 
is tangent to A then 
i vj a2flax, axj=O. 
j=l 
On the other hand, up E Ker w. means 
n-1 
(1 -aflax,) v,- 2 affax,.oj==O. 
i=l 
If at some p E A - U, A is tangent to Ker wo, then the last two equations 
hold for n - 1 linearly independent vectors. This gives the following 
equations on the jets: 
a2f/a+o, a=flax, axi = const -aflax,, j= 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Hence, generically A - U is transverse to Ker w. except at finitely many 
points. The last requirement on B follows similarly. 1 
Using X as above we define 2 = -P+ &j,(8) a/at which is tangent 
to P&. 
Let the respective flows of X and Z be denoted by (p, and $,. Obviously, 
every positive semiorbit of ti,(p) projects onto the negative semiorbit of 
rp -,(p), t 2 0. Then 
f 4&p,) dt = 5 ~,(x,-,c,d dt. (*I 
The equation (dt+ q)(Z) =oo(w) implies that Z is tangent to & along 
580/75/2-IO 
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the set A” - 0~ & - 0, which arises as the lift of A - UC M x 0. For any 
p E M - u’ we consider the maximal semiorbit 40 -,(p), t > 0, contained in 
M- U. For all such p one can assume that the integrals j o~(X,-,~,,) dt, 
taken over any such maximal semiorbit, are bounded from below by some 
positive constant IC > 0. Suppose that the vertical distance between U and 
its lift 8~ I@ is smaller than K. The above estimate on the integrals and the 
formula (*) will then guarantee that each semiorbit $,(p), t >O, for 
p E h4 - U’ intersects A at the points which are not above U. (See Fig. 2.) 
Actually such trajectories can intersect fi again at the points q E I$? where 
I&, < 0. Then remark that q lies over some tube G(6,) or G(cri). Since 
every G(Ji), G(a,) - U has a finite number of zones where X points inside 
the tube, the trajectory $,(p), t > 0, will intersect i@ only at finitely many 
points and the intersection number with fi will be equal to one. This 
follows from the facts that ml(X) is positive and every di necessary has the 
contact points with the leaves (i.e., the points of local extrema). 
Now we come to the main point of the proof. Take any %m,Ia-holonomy 
invariant system {RX), KU c a, and suppose R, c 8, c 7, where 7 is the 
lift of y. The vector field Z is tangent to the two-dimensional cylinder above 
y; suppose &,c B, is mapped diffeomorphically into Qc Do c y. We 
claim that Km0 can be extended to the maximal %w,-holonomy invariant 
system { Kp}, K, c M x 0. 
In order to do this we simply move K, around using the %a,-holonomy 
diffeomorphisms. This fails to generate the holonomy invariant system if 
for some transversal D, and two holonomy diffeomorphisms 
hl,h2: Do-+ D, it happens that for some PEK,,,, hZ(p)~h,(DO) but 
MP) + WLJ 
To prevent this we prove the following claim: If e is any path in a leaf of 
%@, with endpoints p, r E D, and p E K,,, then r E K,. 
The idea is to push the closed curve cr u D,, along the leaves of %m, into 
the boundary & using the flow $,. More precisely, we are looking for a 
path d c A such that 6 is mapped into Q by a Poincare map defined by the 
flow $, . Then the fact that {RR} is the holonomy invariant system will be 
applied. 
First perform several deformations with CJ, keeping it in the fixed leaf and 
with fixed endpoints. Assume c does not intersect the sets &pi) x D”- ’ 
where /I(pi) are the curves through the singularities pi used to deform the 
boundary of W. This can be done since the intersections of these tubes with 
the leaves are contractible sets and similarly if dim M= 3 on M x S’ the 
intersections of /3(pi) x 0' x S’ with the leaves are sets which are homotopy 
equivalent to a circle. 
Next choose some neighborhood V of c in the leaf of %-,. The leaves of 
%w, are nonsingular and they intersect u’ in contractible sets; hence V can 
be moved away from u’. 
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Obviously, I+$ associates to every semiorbit cp _ f its graph which is a positive 
semiorbit of the vector field 2. 
Remark that I/ is transverse to all smooth components of z-i(A - B) 
where 7c denotes the projection M x R + M. Hence, all smooth components 
of $ - ‘(rc -‘(A - B)) are (n - 1 )-dimensional manifolds transverse to the 
lines [0, 00). Therefore, every component projects diffeomorphically into V. 
In particular, @‘(A”-- B) projects onto a smooth compact codimension- 
one submanifold of I/. 
r~ can be chosen transverse to all codimension-one submanifolds arising 
in this way and also avoiding the projection of I,-‘(B). Notice that fi 
intersects the leaves of 9&,1~ in the (n - 3)-dimensional submanifolds. In 
order to find $ - ‘(8) projected onto V we map B restricted to the leaf of 
9& to which V belongs as follows: 
for each p above p E B where s(p) > 0 is determined so that 
s 
S(P) 
ol(X,,(,J dt = vertical distance between p and 0. 
0 
Since al(X) 20 this equation gives the unique solutions s(p). Therefore 
t,-‘(8) is the image of an (n-3)-dimensional manifold. Consider the 
union of $, semiorbits t 20 starting at the points of 0 u Do which we 
denote by C(o, $). According to the above, C(a, $) is transverse to a and 
their intersection C(a, $) n fi is a one-dimensional closed submanifold. 
One can project this submanifold onto CT u Do following the flow lines tjr(q) 
of the cylinder. Obviously, the component of C(a, $) n fi containing b, is 
mapped onto 0 u Do with degree one, since we know that the trajectories 
through do intersect & only at the points of zi,. Consequently, there is a 
path d in the intersection of C(a, +) with the leaf of F&la with the 
endpoints ~=+,,(p)~ij~ and ~“=I,+,,(T)E~,. Since FE& and {Km} is a 
F&I m-holonomy invariant system, it follows that FE KU, which then implies 
that re K,. This proves the claim. Now ergodicity of FW, applies giving 
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Hence, z+$,J,~ is ergodic. 
Minimality of 9&1~ is proved along the same lines. Remark that it suf- 
fices to prove that every leaf is dense in y” in view of the fact that y intersects 
any fixed leaf 9&(p). Take any pair p, q E y and a path 0 in the leaf of 9& 
between p and p’ EY where p’ approximates q arbitrarily closely. By the 
above argument, there is a path d in the leaf of P&,lfi with the endpoints 
$,,(p), e,,(p’)~ y”. Hence, the leaf of 9&1,,~, through $,,(p) is dense on y”. 
(See Fig. 3.) 
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